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Hello and welcome to the Winter 2019 edition of the Dufour News magazine.  I hope, for
those in the northern hemisphere, you have had a good summer on the water.

Membership of the Association is getting stronger and growing every day.  We now have
well over 300 members, the highest it has ever been.  International membership is the fastest
growing and we have members from all over the globe, including Australia and New Zealand,
North and South America, as well as Europe and here in the UK.  Our largest concentration is
still around the Solent, and consequently this is where we are able to hold rallies.  That is,
provided the UK’s fickle weather cooperates!!

Amongst the new members (see opposite page) are several who will be taking delivery of
their brand new Dufours during 2020. Ooh, Exciting!  Those particular members will probably
be aware of Dufour’s new visual identity that was launched in September.  We will hold that
news over to the next issue.

With the nights drawing in, this is a good time to commit this year’s sailing memories to
print and share your stories in this magazine.  With increasing membership, there surely must
be a large of pool of people with stories to tell about their voyages, improvements they have
made, or something they have fixed?  If English is not your first language and your are worried
about your written English, please still submit an article as we can sort out any grammatical
errors if necessary.  Details on how to submit are provided below.

 On behalf of the Committee, we send our Seasons Greetings and wish you a Happy New
Year with fair winds and kind seas.
Jeremy Rowley, KOTO, D35 Classic newseditor@dufour.org.uk

Glad
Tidings

Editorial

General Disclaimer: The Dufour Owners Association does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of any
information contained in any article written in this publication.  It is recommended that anyone using any information
contained herein ALWAYS personally checks it for accuracy.  Any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the
article’s author and do not necessarily represent those of the Dufour Owners Association.

Submitting Articles
We are keen to receive all types of articles for
publication.  Here are some ideas:
●  Upgraded, repaired or replaced some aspect

of your Dufour yacht
●  Taken part in a sailing event
● Cruised an interesting area
● Dufour yacht review
 The Editor reserves the right to shorten or
modify material  submitted.
● We always need good images for the front

cover

© Dufour Owners
Association 2019 all rights
reserved

Submitting Images
Please provide separate high-resolution copyright-
free jpeg images, at least 4MB or higher.  Do not
embed images in the article.  Image filenames should
include a caption and be sequentially numbered.
Please do not crop images, or manipulate the
colours in a photo editor.  When taking photos, try to
leave plenty of space all around the subject of
interest to allow the Editor to crop and rotate.  This
is especially important for cover photos.
When emailing please bear in mind a limit of 7MB
per email - several emails might be required for
multiple images or use Dropbox.
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Cruising Report

ABOVE: Charlie, Joel
and Jess
BELOW: Sunset
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It was June 22, 2018 and if I thought I was tired before we set out several weeks before for
the Mediterranean in Kalypso, our Dufour 365 GL, I had come to realise that my previous
fatigue was simply stress from worrying about all the details involved in sailing 1,500 miles

across some of the most treacherous sea areas most of us weekend sailors ever see.
Now that we were in A Coruña in Northern Spain, the adrenaline that had been washing

through my body for nearly ten days was spent and I felt as limp as a noodle.  Of course the local
cerveza may have played more than a minor part in my fatigue as well!  It seemed to me that
Kalypso was ready and eager to set off again, but her crew definitely needed some down time!

In total we spent three days in A Coruña, dropping off two of our crew, firstly Charlie or
‘Doc’, a primo sailor, our designated first aider and photo-videographer, and also Simon or ‘Iron
belly’ our able and indefatigable crew member.  Losing two of our crew meant that only Jess, my
youngest daughter, a wickedly able sailor with a likewise wicked sense of humour usually aimed
at her father, and me, a 56+ year old looking for adventure on the high seas, remained to take
on the next part of the trip, a 500 mile passage down the Atlantic coast of Spain and Portugal to
the Algarve.

During the last days of our previous passage (see DN 114), our autopilot Bernie had been
consuming more power then normal.  Bernie was named after our previous autopilot from our
old Colvic Sailor-29 who was called “Crash and Bernie” due to his rather annoying habit of
suddenly changing course for no apparent reason.  The steering was feeling a bit heavier to turn
and I was worried that we might have something caught at the top of the rudder, or possibly
rudder bearing issues. So while trying to relax a little, restock for another two weeks of sailing
and see some of the sights of A Coruña, we also had to figure out what was wrong with the
steering.

After taking things apart we determined that both the rudder and wheel were moving easily,
with not a bit of resistance.  That pointed the finger squarely at Bernie.  Unfortunately, to take
Bernie completely apart would require at least a week.  We also found that, once cooled down,
the steering seemed much improved so I was pretty sure it was a bearing issue in the drive unit.
I decided that we would give the moving parts of Bernie a squirt of WD-40 and set the autopilot
control sensitivity from ‘4’, where it had been running as we closed on the northern Spanish
coast, to ‘2’, meaning the steering would react less quickly to boat movements, but would also
run less frequently.  Or at least that was the plan!

Jess and I set out on the 25th of June into a grey and heavily overcast sky.  For three days we
had gorgeous sun after reaching A Coruña and now we were back to the sullen and gravid grey

Sunny and South
Joel Tatham completes  his voyage to
the Algarve onboard Kalypso
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TOP: Porto

BELOW: Jessica
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clouds we had experienced all across Biscay.  However, in contrast to the ominous sky, the seas
were slight, with less than a metre of Atlantic swell and light winds. As usual, although we had
hoped for more wind, we held our tongues for fear that we would get more than we asked for.
Sailing towards evening, we decided to anchor for the night as both Jess and I had slept little the
night before.  My forward cabin seemed to creak, pop and bang throughout the quiet night.
Jess’ aft cabin was little better, the slight swell carried into the marina slapping at the stern at
irregular enough intervals to ensure completely disturbed sleep.

We settled on a night anchored in Laxe, a pretty and quiet cove about 27 nautical miles west
of A Coruña.  We tucked up behind the breakwater in clean white sand and slept the sleep only a
quiet anchorage can ever really provide.

The next morning we set sail for Camariñas where our pilot guide described a friendly little
port which could supply the fuel we needed.  As we were leaving A Coruña the diesel pumps had
failed, so we had left with only a quarter of a tank.  Luckily, Kalypso’s Volvo Penta engine only
sipped fuel if we were careful to keep our revs under 1700, but we had used up our spare jerry
cans on the Biscay crossing and I really didn’t want to get caught out on the Costa Da Morte,
‘The Coast of Death’, with no fuel.  Unfortunately we again had grey clouds and grey seas, and
no wind! So on went the motor and we motor-sailed the 20 nautical miles to our next port.

This passage eventually saw us motoring with sails furled across an eerie and oily looking sea,
spotting small reddish crabs swimming just under the surface. Each mile under the keel I was
expecting the wind to rise or the swell to increase but nothing occurred.  Finally, low on fuel we
turned into the Ria that shelters Camariñas.  As we approached the marina we were
disappointed to get no response to our VHF calls either in English or my admittedly enthusiastic
poor Spanish, only spotting someone on the main pontoon gesturing to a slip as we approached
within 20 metres alongside a sinking finger pontoon.  Not an auspicious start to our stay.  We
were further disappointed when the promised Bocadillos at the club house turned out to be the
worst tasteless white bread with sliced chorizo.  No sauce, no lettuce, nothing! Clearly this was a
clubhouse that didn’t enjoy visitors!  We were shocked since we had had such good luck with all
the marinas and people we had met so far.

Quickly reprovisioning at a local Dia supermarket near the marina, we fuelled up and left
early the next morning, not having been impressed with Camariñas!

On the 27th we finally caught a slight breath of wind and the sun crept out from behind the
clouds.  We could see Cape Finisterre to port but the conditions certainly didn’t meet my
expectations, in the best possible way.  We sailed past Finisterre in light winds and smooth seas,
revelling in the warmth that the sun was bringing.

“slept the sleep
only a quiet

anchorage can
ever really
provide”
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“We felt like we
had arrived in the
tropics, finally!”
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ABOVE: Peniche
lighthouse

Two quiet motorsailing days later, as we approached the river leading into Porto, a number
of large ships passed us heading for the nearby deep water industrial Porto de Leixoes.  As we
carefully threaded our way up river past sandbanks in a strangely narrow channel to Douro
Marina, we were met by a friendly marinero who showed us to our berth.  A shower was
definitely called for, and beers and some good sleep was a siren whispering to both of us!

We spent the next day exploring the beauty of Porto, a vibrant city with an ancient heritage.
The 1.2 mile walk into the city-proper certainly stretched our sea legs and gave us an appetite to
enjoy the local delicacies and more importantly, gave us a chance to sample the beverage
named after the city, or vice versa?  Jess definitely fancied the £200 bottle of Amber port, while
my more refined tastes felt that the £12 bottle was just fine, thank you very much.  Perhaps the
thoughts of what my wife, Karen, would say to me purchasing the expensive bottle influenced
me as well.

We sailed out of Porto into another grey day, the winds blowing a constant 15 knots and the
Atlantic swell providing some rocking without knocking us about too much.  All that day and into
the night as we headed south, we were surrounded by small pods of dolphins and fairly calm
seas.  The next morning dawned with a bite and fierceness to the wind that we hadn’t seen since
before landfall in Galicia.  The seas were confused and rough, and the winds were gusting to
over 35 knots as we approached Peniche just to the north of Lisbon.  Despite the foul weather
and beating into the wind, we managed to sneak into Peniche and find a pontoon berth late in
the evening of July 1st.

The harbourmaster was more helpful than anyone could ask, and the surrounding town
supplied a nice dinner as well.  Staying only a single night to get fuel, some provisions and a
much needed shower, we set off again on July 2nd, heading south toward a possible stop in
Lisbon.

Suddenly in the early afternoon, we sailed south of a line of clouds in the sky.  To the north,
grey clouds, to the south, perfectly clear skies and deep blue beautiful seas.  We felt like we had
arrived in the tropics, finally! We cruised south but decided to only wave at Lisbon in passing, as
my wife was due to join us in only five days in Vilamoura near Faro.

July 2nd found us sailing with a 12 knot following wind, smooth Atlantic swell and nothing to
do but relax into the sail and listen to an audio-book.  You can’t beat Clive Cussler on these trips.
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ABOVE: Joel and Jess at Porto

Photos: J. Tatham
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The night of the 2nd and the morning of the 3rd of July we were treated to a sky
painted with stars, Mars hanging brilliant like a shining red ruby and the Milky Way
a brilliant ribbon of undulating stars, nebulae and galaxies.

Jessica decided to treat me for my 57th birthday and let me sleep an extra hour
on the morning of the 3rd.  Only a crew of two on ‘watch and watch’ can understand
the precious nature of an extra hour of sleep, definitely a fantastic birthday
present, thank you Jess!  This was followed by gifts that had been squirreled away
for me by the family and which Jess was able to locate and supply alongside a
surprise dinner.

The day was topped off by spotting a whale with, presumably, her calf, and a tall
ship which certainly had both Jess and me scratching our heads when we first
spotted it!

Rounding Cape St. Vincent in 25 knot gusts, we almost flew downwind toward
Lagos as the sun set behind us.  Throughout the night we kept a sharp lookout as
we seemed to travel past every fishing boat in the Algarve.  The night was magical,
a bright moon and calmer waters afforded by Cape St. Vincent with a 13 knot
following wind pushed us slowly and gently towards our destination.  We arrived in
Vilamoura at dawn with the golden sunlight lighting up the coast around us.  Tying
up in the berth, Jess and I brewed a coffee and breathed in the warm air of the
Algarve.

“Ah, Safe Arrival, Drinks all around!”
Joel Tatham, D365 GL Kalypso

Visit our  YouTube channel, ‘Sail Kalypso!’  to see more of our adventures
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TOP: The colourful Tour
du Voile’s Parade of Sail
at Cherbourg

Photo: J. Rowley
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So, what do a bunch of long-in-the-tooth yachties do in the eastern Mediterranean at the
start of the season?  Go racing, of course!  How else would we find ourselves drifting, in
no wind, along with 44 other boats half-way through Race One of the Gocek Spring Race

Week in the beautiful waters of western Turkey?
But I’m getting ahead of myself.  First order of business for my wife and I, along with our old

Norfolk Terrier sea dog, Teddie, had been to drop our Dufour 405GL, Exuma Gal, back in the
water after a winter on the hard in Marmaris.  Then, a little mini cruise down to Gocek, some 50
sailing miles to the east, with some convivial overnight stops in Ciftlik, Ekincik and Tomb Bay en
route.  Once in Gocek, pick up the gennaker that had been ordered from the sailmaker at the
end of the prior season, along with three good friends and fellow crew members; my brother
and another husband & wife couple.  Average age of our little band of amateur racers (not
including Teddie); 65. What could possibly go wrong?

Gocek Spring Race Week is an IRC regatta, now in its 20th year.  However, for enthusiastic
amateurs with no IRC certificate, and no inclination to get one, there is a Freshman division with
an assigned rating calculated on length, age of boat and use of spinnaker.  No specialist sails
allowed, and racing with normal cruising gear on board, albeit the dinghy, bimini and sprayhood
could be left on the dock.  That’ll do for us, and it seemed for a number of others.  In the regatta
overall, 45 boats (including several Dufours) spread pretty evenly across five IRC divisions and
one Freshman division.

So there we were in mid-May, just south of the Gocek anchorage, a little bleary eyed after
the opening cocktail party the night before, in the second of two rolling starts that got all 45
boats away.  Moderate breeze saw us beat up the inside of Gocek island, and then… nothing.
And so the day went on, with winds so fickle that only one boat in our division finished within
the time limit, even after the race committee had extended the time limit by hours.  Not once,
but twice.  Crew morale was not improved when, after many hours of frustrating tweaking,

Racing at Gocek, Turkey

Paul Hutton-Ashkenny and crew start off
their 2019 season at Gocek Race Week

ABOVE: Exuma Gal
BOTTOM:  Teddie



cajoling and swearing at the wind gods, we found ourselves in second place, within a biscuit toss
of the finish line, only to be called out of time.  Later, at the bar, the crew had some choice
words for the special place in hell reserved for members of the race committee!

Day two was a bit more like it.  The race committee took us out into Fethiye Bay, and after a
bit of a wait and an abandoned race, the breeze filled in with two good races back to back
around the cans.  This was our chance to put that new gennaker to good use, even if we were a
bit short-handed and some of the crew were gennaker virgins, so to speak.  Still, we were happy
with two second place finishes on the day.

Day three saw us racing in the Skopea Limani, again in good breeze, and as we approached
the gybe mark all was good, holding second in our division, but then our lack of gennaker
strength came shining through.  A little too cocky in the gybe, and catastrophe struck with the
sail catching on a spreader and a resultant tear, albeit thankfully modest.  The gennaker was
eventually got down onto the deck with liberal sail repair tape being applied, but, now short
sailed, competitors seized the opportunity to sail past us on the downwind leg giving us a fourth
place finish.  With our mojo a little deflated, we managed a third place in the second race of the
day.

The final day was back at Gocek Island, the scene of our drift on the first day, and completion
of a sixth race would allow us to drop the ‘Not Finish’ from day one.  Great breeze at the start,
and there we were at the pin end of the line on starboard tack.  But wait, what’s this?  The lead
boat in our division, heading across our bow on port tack, both of us fully powered up.  This
wasn’t going to end well.  In a bellow that could have been heard across several quarterdecks
we politely pointed out our right of way, but to no avail.  A serious collision would have been
inevitable had we not ducked his stern so close that, had we been minded, we could have
stepped aboard for a tot of rum.

Back at the dock, we thought the gentlemanly thing would be to seek them out and have a
chat in the hope that we could avoid a protest, and what delightful folks they turned out to be.
Very apologetic, they advised the race committee of their retirement and insisted that we
accept being pressed with a bottle of aged whisky by way of recompense.  Unfortunately, that
generous gift was a double edged sword, since it helped contribute to some very sore heads the
morning after the prize presentation dinner.

And as luck would have it, we did find ourselves amongst those prizes. Second in the last race
saw us tied for second place overall, but losing on countback to be placed third in our division.
No disgrace for a bunch of old farts and a dog.  What a great way to start our cruising season.

Paul Hutton-Ashkenny, D365GL Exuma Gal

www.dufour.org.uk
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ABOVE: Exuma Gal’s
crew L to R: Penny
Hutton-Ashkenny, Ann
Hodkin, Paul Hutton-
Ashkenny, Chris Hutton-
Ashkenny, Neil Hodkin
TOP: Light conditions
RIGHT: Close quarters
rounding the mark
BOTTOM: Waiting for
the wind
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ABOVE: Cruising seats
RIGHT: Sunshade
BELOW: Windless
remote control
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Since buying Intrepid, our Dufour 365 GL, in 2010 my wife Sue and I have sailed over 18,000
miles both cruising and racing. Our Intrepid cruising grounds have extended to St
Petersburg in Russia, to La Coruna in Spain and to Bantry in Ireland; and we have been

aboard for up to six months at a time. This has made Intrepid something of a second home and
we have added many minor additions to make it more comfortable, easier to sail or more suited
to our uses. In this article I will describe some of them though not in too great a detail as my
intention is more to give you ideas you might like to pick up on rather than specify exactly how
to do it; after all the detail probably only relates to a Dufour 365.
Cruising Seats

Sailing longer distances you need a good place to sit comfortably but with a good view
around.  Having seen yachts designed with pushpit seats and seen a friend add a simple one to
his yacht we decided to do the same.  A simple length of patio decking suitably cut with plastic
clips and a short tied loop in case the clips were pushed up provided good seats that could be
quickly removed when necessary for racing or for the cockpit tent to be fitted.
Sunshade

For those days at anchor or in port in the sunshine a cockpit sunshade is desirable but fitting
something simple and economical (we might not get to use it a lot in the UK!) with double
backstays looked like a challenge.  Sue, however, saw a way around this and quickly stitched
together a shade which can be fitted and removed in a couple of minutes.
Windlass Remote Control

The hand control for the windlass was on a coily lead brought up through the fore-hatch. This
was a bit inconvenient and meant that
anchoring operations in the rain could result
in a wet bed. Remote controls for windlasses
are quite expensive and our occasional use
did not seem to justify this. Instead we
bought a remote control meant for winches
on the front of off-road vehicles for about
£15 and fitted this. It works fine but is not
waterproof so if it is raining we put it in a
zip-loc plastic bag!
LED Lights

Being onboard a lot and not wishing to
keep having to top up the batteries we

Additions To Our Dufour 365 by Bob Garrett
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C/W FROM TOP: Aft cabin
shelving, magazine rack,
mainsheet snap-shackle,
cupboard stowage, bed base
gas strut, storage under galley
seat
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replaced all the halogen light bulbs with LEDs so
dramatically reducing power consumption.
Shelves

When looking to buy our boat we found the
Dufour 365 had more storage space than many
yachts of its size. However, as with many, storage
space tends to be short for small objects that you
might like to have handy. As on most boats what
shelving space is available is not very practical. To
overcome this we made shelves for the aft cabins,
a magazine rack for the fore-cabin and an
‘organiser’ for the side shelf in the saloon. In each
case these can be easily removed if necessary for
maintenance or if a new owner dislikes them.
Dinghy Lift

Taking part in a yacht club exercise (together
with the local RNLI) to test ways to get someone
out of the water we were struck by how easily
they could be lifted using the mainsheet detached
from the track on the cabin roof as long as the
boom was suspended by the main halyard or sail
itself. So we changed to a snap shackle for this
attachment and then found that with some extra
strops we could lift out the dinghy the same way.
Bed Base Gas Strut

The storage under the berth in the forecabin is
huge and we store folding bikes, barbecue, storm
jib and all manner of spares there. However, lifting
it can be a challenge especially after we changed
to a proper sprung mattress. So we resolved this
by fitting two gas struts. We can now easily lift the
mattress and then the platform rises on its own
and stays there until pushed down.
Anchor Angel

We twice had incidents where the anchor rode
got hooked round the bulb at the aft end of the
keel.  We believe this happened because we had
anchored in a spot with a large tidal range and
with little or no wind.  In one case we managed to
free it by letting more rode out quickly but in the
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other it was necessary to launch the dinghy to push the boat right round. We decided we
needed a way of ensuring the rode dropped vertically from the bow when all chain was on the
bottom.  Given little wind and tide then a simple exercise weight would suffice slid down the
rode; if there is more wind or tide then the problem doesn’t arise but the weight can still sit
there and assist the catenary effect.
Lid Props

Both the chart table and heads cupboard needed to be held up which was very annoying. A
simple spring strut solved the problem for both.
Passage Berth

Modern yachts rarely have a proper passage berth with lee cloths etc.  Yes the aft cabins are
safe as you cannot fall out but the forecabin is only usable on a port tack.  To provide an extra
option we attached some fixings (with suitable reinforcement behind) so a lee cloth could be

fitted to the saloon seating.  We have only used this a
couple of times but it seemed effective.
Cupboard Vents

Our previous boat had louvred wardrobe doors
which we felt helped keep clothing fresh.  We fitted a
few metal and wooden vents to provide some cupboard
ventilation.
Ammeter

Spending a lot of time “off grid” we were keen to be
able to know how the batteries were.  In retrospect a
battery monitor would probably have been more useful
but a simple digital ammeter using parts bought on eBay
for about £20 has sufficed.  Now we know how much
power we are using, the standard LED on the control
panel will warn us if the batteries are low and with the
engine running we can then tell roughly how well
charged the batteries are as we can see the charging
current.
Other additions

These have included a wifi repeater, sprung
mattress, electric hotplate, bean-bag, 12v dehumidifier,
cockpit tent, folding bikes, hatch fans, mosquito nets,
galvanic isolator monitor, clip-on dodgers etc.

Bob Garrett, Chairman, D365 GL Intrepid

LEFT: Cupboard vent
RIGHT: Saloon shelf
organiser
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ABOVE: Three of the
rally fleet rafted
alongside each other
CENTRE: Tidy rope work
by the marina staff
BOTTOM: Post BBQ
photo

Report and photos:
V. & J. Rowley

Rally Report
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Bembridge 2019

Four boats and five crews attended the Association’s Rally at Bembridge on the Isle of
Wight on 14th and 15th September.  It was a beautifully sunny weekend with light winds.
Consequently the marina was very crowded and the marina staff were literally shoe-

horning the yachts in as everyone made the most of the late summer sun.
Crews and boats attending the rally were: Jean-Pierre Gaillard and Jean-Marie Mediant from

the French Dufour club CVD, who sailed all the way from St Malo on Islay, a Dufour 35, Steve
Hoskins on Diva - D360 with Andy and Helen Maskill from Haul Away, Graham Bromley with Tim
Matcham on Tandala - D34P, and Jeremy and Vivienne Rowley on KOTO - D35 Classic.

The crews met up for pre-dinner drinks and nibbles onboard KOTO before going ashore to
cook salmon, steaks and sausages and socialise in the BBQ marquee.  A very pleasant evening
was bought to a close by a beautiful sunset.

Sunday morning was spend exploring Bembridge whist waiting for sufficient tide over the
bar, and then what seemed like the entire marina left in one mass exodus, with a long queue of
boats paying ‘follow the leader’ along the channel out to the Solent.

Lymington Rally
Sadly, the planned
Lymington Rally at the
end of September with
12 yachts booked did not
go ahead due to the
remnants of ex-hurricane
Lorenzo battering the UK
that weekend.  However
nine people braved the
conditions by road and
had a pleasant meal in
the pub.
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Peter Pitchforth 1935 to 2019 - Past Chairman

It is with sadness that we heard Peter died on 22nd September 2019, aged 84.  He
passed away a few days after suffering a brain haemorrhage.

Peter, a retired Bank Manager, first met Charles Marchant, a founder of the Dufour
Association, some 38 years ago in London at the Little Ship Club.  They sailed together
until shortly before Charles’ death in 2016.

In his own words, Peter and Charles had some great times sailing together on
Dufour 31 Positive Thinking, which they co-owned.  They were proud to take part in
the Yachting Monthly Triangle Race.  This started from Torquay, to Crosshaven in
Southern Ireland, then on to Tregiuer in France and back to Torbay.

Peter was Chairman of the Association for 10 years from 1992 to the end of 2001
and helped to organise and attended most of the rallies held on the South coast.  One
rally was the ‘Eclipse’ rally that he organised in 1999.  Some 19 boats met in
Dartmouth to see the total eclipse of the sun.  Although cloud cover did not make for
ideal viewing, when the sky went dark the birds got very confused thinking briefly it
was time to roost.  On the hillside could be seen many flashing lights where people
were attempting to take photographs on their mobile phones.  This rally is still one of
our most successful events.

Peter’s daughter Kate has asked me to add that he was very much loved by his wife
and family, and they are grateful for our assistance with making people aware of his
passing.

Peter will be sadly missed and we shall be ever grateful for his contribution to the
smooth running of the Dufour Association.  Rest in peace Peter, a true gentleman.

Dorothy Eyre
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Anumber of years ago, before I owned a yacht, I chartered a Dufour 38 Classic for a trip to
the Channel Islands.  We were late leaving St Peter Port’s Victoria Marina and had only a
couple of hours to high water, leaving precious little time to reach Alderney before the

tide turned against us.
The breeze quickly faded and soon we were motoring on a glassy sea.  I was worried about

getting around Alderney’s Quenard Point before the tide turned and I edged the throttle open a
bit more to make seven knots.  The engine suddenly coughed and died when we were two miles
south of Alderney.  My brother hurriedly bled the fuel system and the engine re-started but
stopped again within seconds.  This was repeated several times to no avail and I advised the
Alderney Harbourmaster of our situation.

After an hour of trying solve the problem, the Harbourmaster grew impatient and called out
the Alderney lifeboat, despite the fact we were in no danger.  We rigged a bridle to all the deck
cleats and around the jib winches, and we tied this to the large diameter tow rope passed to us
by the lifeboat.  We set off for Braye Harbour via the fearsome Swinge against the tide at a hull
speed of 9 knots.  The winches and bulkheads creaked under the strain.

There are a number of  standing waves in the rock-strewn Swinge, which runs at 8 knots on
a full ebb in spring tides.  We were dodging the rocks close to the shore to keep out of the tide
and barely making way over ground when the tow parted.  As the lifeboat crested a standing
wave, the tow jerked tight and both bridles snapped in an instant.  By the time the tow was
reattached we had been ejected back out of the Swinge.  We made the bridles much longer such
that the tow rope was attached about a metre beyond the bow, rather than on the foredeck.

This time, on a shorter tow, the lifeboat took us even closer inshore amongst the rocks.
Luckily the tow held and we were soon moored to a buoy in Braye harbour.

Alderney Rescue!
ABOVE: Here comes the
cavalry!
RIGHT: Attaching the
tow
BOTTOM RIGHT:
Second attempt at being
hauled up the Swinge
BOTTOM LEFT: The too
short bridle

Photos this page:
N. Dams
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BELOW: The broken
bridles

Photos this page:
J. Rowley

An engineer armed with his trusty screwdriver came out to the
yacht and tightened a few jubilee clips on the fuel pipe.  The
engine burst into life and he called the job ‘a good un’.  We went
ashore and bought the lifeboat crew a drink.

The next morning the engine started perfectly.  We slipped our
mooring and were almost out of the harbour when the engine
stopped.  There was just enough of a breeze to ghost safely back to
a buoy.  This time my brother disassembled and refitted the fuel
filter.  After priming, the engine started and we tested it by
motoring around the harbour at speed before setting off back
across the Channel. Jeremy Rowley, D35C KOTO

Epilogue
The charter company subsequently
found a small spiral of plastic swarf in
the fuel pipe which had acted as a flow
restricter.  Unable to draw fuel effect-
ively, the pump found the next weakest
point of the fuel system in the form of a
dry filter seal and sucked air instead.
By removing and refitting the filter my
brother had remade the seal and this
solved the immediate problem.

Sometimes very small things can
 just ruin your day!


